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Statement of Purpose:
The International
Association of Attunement
Practitioners is a non-profit
organization dedicated to
bringing the spiritual art
of Attunement into the
world. This healing work
places emphasis on the seven
endocrine glands as apertures
for connection of the invisible
forces from Source with visible
form. Through teaching,
certifying and supporting
the practice of Attunement,
we honor the presence of
the Creator and extend the
blessing of Life.

d

THE SPIRIT OF LOVE
Eternal awareness,
focused through
Attunement training and
experience, originates in
the Pineal Gland. Here
is the entry point of the
“one who dwells”. From
his/her robe of radiance, the positive triune
ray emanates the greatest force that exists.
The previously considered six endocrine
glands, and their related spirits of Being
and energies, are differentiations of this one
current which is called the Spirit of Love.
These ranges of spirit are the many
mansions in the house of Love, all
profound, all beautiful. Here, in the
secret place of the Most High, is
divine intelligence, the knowing of
cosmic order.
Since the beginning of time, the
pineal gland has been revered by
spiritual, religious, and tribal leaders.
The pine cone, which is the symbol for
the pineal revealed in many ancient teachings,
represents eternal life and the seat of higher
awareness. The Pope’s name, “holy see”, has
a direct reference to the third eye, which is
another symbolic term used to describe the
pineal gland; the pine cone is also a part of
the tip of his staff. Crowns of jewels worn
by royalty were designed to focus cosmic
energies through the pineal for greater
knowledge and inspiration from God. Such
is the cone-shaped wizard’s hat. A large pine
cone statue graced the temple of Isis. It
was said that her priests and priestesses had
profound healing powers and could interpret
dreams and control the weather. This statue
today resides in the Vatican, which was built
over the remains of an Isis temple.

by Joseph Antell, Loveland, CO
It has never been a matter of trying to get
prophetic insight and it’s not exclusive to
kings, gurus, religious authorities or anyone
who outwardly governs others. It’s freely
available to anyone who is open and aligns
with Love. The human ego, through both
men and women, has tried to dominate
these powers of mind, suppressing the
complementary ranges of Love, resulting
in the experience of impotency. To assure
its authority, the ego has manipulated,
slaughtered, pillaged, and destroyed any one
or any thing that disobeys its demands. We
live in a world of war and divisiveness
because earth-bound people refuse to
yield to Love. The tragic absence of
the Creator’s consciousness is soon
coming to an end. The mystery of
Love is finished on Earth.
The pineal is a mysterious gland.
Recently scientists have discovered
that it is covered with micro crystals, and
they also acknowledge that it is capable of
transducing light. Though it is small, about
the size of a grain of rice (5-8 mm), it has
great influence within the body’s systems. Its
hormone, melatonin, modulates the circadian
...continued on page 7

Patience relates to our physical
nature…our physical nature is
the result of Absolute reality…the
physical body is real and beautiful…in
it are revealed the secret things of the
Creator…through it work the cosmic
forces of the Universe.
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A SISTER’S PASSAGE

by Donna Blodgett, Selma, IN

autumn leaves…
a time to reckon
a window in the heaven opens
she could not stay
here…
wife, sister, mother,
grandmother, great grandmother
(that’s what the obits say)
but they nor I
can define
a life
her life
any life
so…I just reckon
do the work
both priest and mourner
I begin repairs
in the weave
tapestry of family
lines of force rearranging
I tend, I weep, I preside
grateful for the experience
aware, alert
but also thinking…
I am alone here now
wondering what that means

The path of
the priest in the
World Garden at
Rainbow Farm,
Selma, IN

I am not alone though
I rise up
I become
the new matriarch
all the elders now gone
is one ever truly prepared?
no rehearsals
I sort (like Persephone)
small things
I hold her generations now
in this heart
in this love
as she did
yet…
I AM
more than ever
myself
love truth life
purification blessing
single eye
new earth
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GRANDMOTHER byESSENCE
Vicki Barbour, Erie, CO
As a fairly new grandmother, I’m discovering
new levels of substance, of grandmother
pneumaplasm.
The first awareness of this was bittersweet
as my daughter was pregnant during the
time her paternal grandfather was dying and
her grandmother had died two years before.
Neither one of these wonderful people would ever get
to meet the great grandchild they always wanted. In that
experience, I became aware of the responsibility to provide
a link, a connection, for the baby of the substance that had
been generated by them. And I also realized that in my
living I have the opportunity to consciously exemplify those
qualities of love, generosity, kindness, strength, orderliness
and wisdom given to me by those who have gone before.
Another level of pneumaplasm that I’ve been experiencing
has been the attitude of “not to worry, all is well.” And I
worried a lot as a new parent long ago! The granddaughter
won’t take a nap? Not to worry, she will be OK. By standing
back and allowing the parents to do the worrying, I’m freed
up to enjoy the whole experience, knowing that this, too, shall
pass. She’ll sleep later. The heart to heart, being to being
connection is priceless, fun and joyful.
A third level is representation of Grandmother Goddess.
I’m exploring what that means. At the moment, it means
listening with an open heart without judgment. It means
taping into the wisdom of the ages for the little one.
Thornton Wilder once said “We can only be said to be
alive in those moments when our hearts are conscious of our
treasures.” And having a grandchild is truly a treasure! h

Tranquility relates to our mental
nature…tranquility is a supreme
virtue…for therein is perfect freedom
in the limitless eternal…throughout
the experience of the chaos that is
in this world, the tranquil mind can
speak the words, “peace, be still”.
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The Attunement Community:
Where Are Its Borders?
by Andrew Shier, Hancock, NH
He arrives in our front yard, with a bit of a
pot belly, wavy hair with wisps of grey here
and there, and a sizeable physique. He is a
painter coming to look over our house and
give us a bid to paint the outside clapboards and trim. We
greet and walk around the perimeter of the house. I begin to
see the painted and peeling clapboards—their colors, their
structural conditions— through his eyes. I realize that here
is a person who has an Attunement with the world of paint
and color. I hire him.
We need our fieldstone foundation walls insulated to
stop the flow of winter’s cold and freezing winds (also the
chipmunks!) from entering the crawl space and eventually
our living space. The crawl space that provides access is tiny,
too small even for my taste, and I am slight in build. The
gentleman arrives to do the work, slightly smaller than me,
with a smile on his face, and a hugely joyful disposition. He
crawls in, fully decked out in protective garb including an
oxygen mask. He exits with that same joyful spirit. He simply
loves to spray foam insulation in small places and watch it
expand and seal.
Our storm windows were replaced just the other day. Scotty
is a New Englander with long curly hair creeping out from
under his cap and a full beard down to his thyroid gland.
He possesses a steady rhythm with his grace-guided hands;
hands that, rather than being tough and leathery from years
of construction work, are soft, elegant and fine. This man
knows windows!
I am compelled to acquaint you with these men because
I wish to honor and offer gratitude for these artisans of
various substances of form. I feel that they are a part of our
Attunement Community. I am sure that they are not aware
of that prospect and certainly do not need to be. They are
included because I include them. Attunement is shared in a
variety of ways. Traditionally, perhaps we think of it as having
a person sit or lie down while we use our hands to focus a
radiant flow in a circuitry with them. And that is certainly
one means. But what I have experienced of late with these
particular men as they have done their work on our home is
certainly another.
These men have an Attunement with particular aspects of
the substance of earth. They represent a large portion of
the overall population of this country and the world. They
create, fix and maintain the structures we live and work in,
and more.
I lived in the spiritual community at Sunrise Ranch for
over 20 years. During my time there, it was noted on several
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occasions that the community would not have survived in
its early days (mid 1940’s) had it not been for a particular
family from Greeley, CO. The generous offerings of food
from their farm and their hard work, along with others, built
and maintained the infrastructure so that Spirit could have a
means to do its work.
I find myself loving the Earth in its variety of forms more
than ever, and simply love to spend time with those who have
an Attunement with its various aspects and who bring them
into living color. To those who care for it in an unassuming,
joyful and fine way, I take my hat off to you, bend my knee
h
and say, “Thank You”.

VIBRATIONAL TEAMWORK

by Tom Hansen, Lenexa, KS

I love the title of Chris Jorgensen’s
Attunement book, “Attunement…The
Creator’s Magic”, and I have long thought
that one of the most magical things about
Attunement is long distance work. In a
paradigm that’s pretty magical to start with, that’s saying a
lot! Even though I’ve been doing this for many years now
and understand exactly how it works, the idea that we can
enfold and assist in changing the reality of people anywhere
on the planet, no matter where they are and whether we know
them or not, still kind of boggles my mind sometimes (which
speaks volumes about the nature of the mind, doesn’t it?).
Yet the reality is that we can and we do–every single day. It
is an amazing and incredible feeling to connect with another
in this sacred and loving way. There is, however, something
that feels even more amazing than this!
A number of years ago Chris created an Attunement
radiation team here in Kansas City. The makeup of the team
has changed over the years, but at this moment there are seven
members working with a fluid list of people and situations.
We spend time every day radiating to and enfolding each
...continued on page 7

Realization relates to our spiritual
expression nature…in realization
there is perfect letting go…in
realization one is fully aware that all
things necessary to the outworking
of the perfect plan are already
provided…realization knows, and
knows that it knows.
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LONG DISTANCE
ATTUNEMENT NETWORK

by Liz Turner, Eliot, ME

On September 12th the Long Distance
Attunement Network had a teleconference
on working with world patterns. IAAP
members on the call brought and shared
the world patterns that were coming to
them. Joseph Antell shared some of his words of wisdom,
which helped us all gain a deeper insight into this invisible
cosmic work in which we are involved. Below is a letter
Bonnie Jo Radasch sent in response to the teleconference
call. It is a beautiful reflection of our time together.
Dear Liz and Joseph:
The LDAN teleconference call yesterday was heartening,
helpful and served as a reminder of the wonderful network
of people working with Attunement energies in various ways,
contributing to the individual and planetary healing.
Last week I had a thought about a place on the web site David
Reis (Denmark) created, entitled (in my mind) “light a candle”.
I imagined this place would provide information about the ways
in which individuals, both alone and collectively, are working
with various patterns as well as providing related relevant details.
I feel like that is what took place Sunday morning in our time
together—we each “lit a candle” and from those individual
sharings, a larger light emerged.
At the end of the teleconference, Joseph, you spoke of
something that echoed that place that is referred to in Huna
Healing (Ho’oponopono). You observed that LDA (long
distance Attunement) is part of us, and when we work with
these patterns, we are merely working in the larger field. You
said, “I let it live in me and around me”. When I heard those
words, I thought of some recent experiences of working with
a pattern outside of me and how it felt different than when I
acknowledged it was also inside of me. My connection shifted
when I identified with the pattern at this personal level in a way
that was different than when I was placing it outside of myself.
In the outside place there existed an additional, somewhat
difficult energy that became the sticking place for the current
traveling all the way through. Once I connected personally to
the pattern, the current moved more easily.
It was also helpful to be reminded, especially in looking
at the larger patterns we considered, to “join in the rhythm
of the balance”—such important words. The landscape that
was covered in the call—from our planet, to the trees, to the
gardens, to bees, to water, fluids, the oceans, and the details
in between—felt perfect. How wonderful, in a relatively small
group of people, to feel the possibilities bubbling.
Thank you both for facilitating this teleconference call.
Bonnie Jo (Radasch)
Charlemont, MA
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OIL AND WATER

by Chris Jorgensen, Gladstone, MO

The British Petroleum (BP) oil
spill in the Gulf of Mexico off
the southern United States coast is
filled with interesting Attunement
vibrations. A “well kill” solution
has worked on the leaking well; a
permanent plug (which is now completed) is expected,
barring severe weather.
This disastrous environmental situation is particularly
ironic in that oil in many ancient texts, like the Bible, was
often used as a symbol of Love. “Putting the oil of love
on troubled waters will calm the storm” is something my
Bible-toting grandmother said to me more than once.
The saying does not seem to apply in this egregious
circumstance where a growing oily, sticky, suffocating
mess appears along the southern shorelines, on the surface
waters, and in the deeper waters of the Gulf. Who could
have imagined such a problem?—obviously not the BP
corporate world or anyone else in government, or science,
or any environmental activist in this region. What was the
‘worst case scenario’ the petroleum engineers were prepared
to handle? Whatever it was, Life has brought something
else to the scene.
A few weeks ago I was watching the remote video of the
ongoing spill while sharing Attunement with our country’s,
and my own, feelings of sadness, disheartenment and deep
frustration, when I was reminded of a blood test that I
received several months ago. The practitioner inserted
a needle to draw blood from one of the veins. After the
initial prick, I witnessed my blood beginning to flow up
the needle to a collecting point. There is not a lot of pain,
but you are bleeding and you can see it. I have thought
...continued on page 6

Assurance relates to one’s first
direct cognition of the presence
of inner Being—the divine one
within…in assurance there is no
lack or limitation…as the mind is
fully absorbed by tranquility, out of
tranquility comes the realization
of the presence of the divine one
within…when this presence is known,
the fullness of all things is found to
be in that presence and from this
conviction, comes assurance.
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Six-day Attunement
Intensive hosted in
Kansas City, MO
July, 2010
by Jeannine Robinson, Overland Park, KS
What a beautiful, amazing week! There
were truly too many blessings to count, so
let me just mention two of them. First, the
blessing not only of being able to spend
this time with like-hearted people in the
Attunement current, but also of having Bonnie Loyd stay
with me. It meant having someone to share ideas and
knowledge with, to process thoughts and feelings, and
prepare for the next day. It was truly a gift.
I know there was some concern that an Attunement
Intensive done “at home” might not be as fulfilling or
complete as the one in Indiana (where all lived together in
community) in autumn of 2009. I wasn’t able to be there,
so I can’t speak to that. But I can say that for me what
I discovered by going home each evening was another
blessing. Whatever I learned or worked on, whatever we
discussed had also been thought about and worked on at
home. It was almost as if my partner, David, had been
there with me. The result was that I was going home
each night to share thoughts, questions answered, and so
much love. I’ve heard Chris (Jorgensen) say many times “as
above, so below” and now I also say to myself “as within,
so without”. What is inside us radiates to those around us,
especially people we are close to. I pay more attention to
my interior “landscape” now and I give thanks always for
being blessed with the knowledge of Attunement.
h

Radiance is the wellspring of life…
it relates to the temple of light…
radiance is the expanding essence of
Being finding its release through the
body, mind and heart…radiance is the
spirit of selfless service.

front row, left to right:
Mike Phillips, Jeannine Robinson, Teri Frailey Paul Linder,
Bonnie Loyd
second row, left to right:
Judy Neale, Joyce Ellenbecker, Georgia Peterson, Linda Doss,
Sandy & Gary Ragan
back row, left to right:
Dennie & Donna Denrow, Chris & Donna Jorgensen,
Kim Oberle, Nancy Frederick, Erin Rivers, Tom Hansen
(photographer: Monica Hansen)

by Bonnie Loyd, Wichita, KS
The Attunement Intensive was six
days of BLISS!!! Living 2 ½ hours south
of Kansas City, I hadn’t been an active
participant in the Attunement community
in the past two years. It was like coming
home to family and friends that one is very comfortable
being with. Being in the current of love with others is
always rewarding and staying with Jeannine (Robinson)
in her home instead of a hotel was an added bonus. I got
involved with Attunement approximately seven years ago
and I revel in the changes the teachings have made in my
life. Things I didn’t understand years ago were now a part
of my life and belief system. Truths I thought I understood
have deepened. To set aside the day-to-day distractions and
be in the current of love for six days was the best thing one
could do. When we take care of our needs, we are better
able to shine and share our light with others.
h
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OIL AND WATER...continued from page 4
to myself that perhaps that is what is transpiring with this
catastrophic environmental mishap. Perhaps it is not just a
mishap. Could it be Life taking a blood sample from a sick
civilization?
In his many works Author Immanuel Velikovsky (now
deceased) wrote about world-wide catastrophes and mankind’s
amnesia of such events, which came from myth and stories
of ancient peoples and geological facts. I have greatly enjoyed
his particular view and wisdom (web site www.varchive.org).
One specific event was the Earth’s close encounter with a
comet, which we now know as the planet Venus, during the
ancient time of the Exodus of the Children of Israel from
Egypt. To make a long story short, one aspect of this close
encounter was ‘manna’ raining from the sky. The manna kept
the Children of Israel from starving to death. Interestingly
enough the manna had an oily taste. Velikovsky proposed
that manna was petroleum-based hydrocarbons. If the story
is true, can you imagine thousands of pools of oily substance
falling to earth? It would have been like having hundreds of
Gulf oil spills. And in today’s world here is substance in the
form of fossil fuel that powers our civilization.
Colossal change is upon the surface of the planet which
includes us all. Life is transforming the world right before
our eyes. Are the changes good or bad? Who really knows?
Researchers reporting in the journal Science say they have
discovered a new species of oil-eating bacteria living half
a mile down in the waters in the Gulf of Mexico. Terry
Hazen, a microbiologist with the Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory in California reported that there are encouraging
signs that bacteria are consuming the underwater oil plume
from the broken BP well. Now that is Attunement!
There are many people around the globe sharing their form
of Attunement to help the planet. It is not so much that there
may be a ‘fix’ to various problems ailing our civilization, rather,
that there may be someone in Attunement with Life. Then
whatever transformation unfolds in our world, the radiation
of Love will be present and have its divine influence.
As my car’s license plate holder says, “Share Attunement
and bless the world!”
h

Wisdom is the active knowing of the
one who knows…wisdom is the active
essence of the divine mind…wisdom is
of the mastery within…wisdom gives
perfect direction in all things.
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WELCOME, SEASON OF REST

by Donna Jorgensen, Gladstone, MO

Autumn is here and the landscape in
Missouri is brilliant with fall colors– yellow,
orange, red. It is the fire cycle of this year
and I love it! Winter is next with its cold
days and nights, maybe some snow–a time
of stillness in the outer sense, reminding us of how necessary
this ingredient is in our lives.
In her book “Listening Below the Noise”, Anne LeClaire
writes: “Today, for most of us, life is seriously out of balance.
We have become inundated with obligations…overwhelmed
by noise and the onslaught of news and information,
surrounded by clamor and meaningless conversations,
all buttressed by our culture’s supposition that action is
preferable to inaction, busywork to idleness…Demands of
all kinds weave like vines through our lives. We have come to
accept pressing schedules as normal and rest as an aberration.
Stressed, anxious, and depleted, we rush through errands,
appointments, and social engagements. We manufacture
counterfeit necessities.”
As Attunement Practitioners we understand the importance
of silence, stillness, and balance in our lives. We know these
qualities are a necessity if we are to provide the clarity and
potency of what is available through Attunement. The
opportunities we have today for providing a service that
genuinely reflects living a life of balance are endless. People
in general, of all ages, are craving a quality of connection
with Life that is only experienced by accessing a pristine
essence of stillness and quiet—mind, heart uncluttered
and at peace. I know that as I increasingly become aware
of the vast dimensions of Being through my own deeper
understanding of the value of a quieter inner and outer life,
honoring my vertical connection with Spirit, I provide what
is truly useful to others.
So whether we need to re-balance our individual lives, or
with the upcoming season of holidays release ourselves from
the worldly expectations of activity, we have a wonderful
opportunity to welcome this next cycle of nature’s reminder
to rest, review, release and renew, knowing that by doing so,
we are providing a most-needed service and a quality of
radiance that is uniquely ours to give.
h
“In the stillness of your presence, you can feel your own
formless and timeless reality as the unmanifested life
that animates your physical form.” – Eckhart Tolle
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VIBRATIONAL TEAMWORK...continued from page 3
person and situation on the list. Although we are not all able
to work at the same time of day, we are nevertheless working
together in agreement and unified radiation. And I think this
is the most amazing feeling one can experience–joined with
others in vibrational teamwork each day. We are connected
in the Attunement current expressing love as one body into
specific situations.
We might think of it this way. When we individually become
conscious of who we really are, it is as though a glass of
water has rejoined the ocean–the boundaries are gone, the
horizon is limitless, the creative potential immeasurable. And
when we come together in vibrational teamwork, it is as
though a wave has formed–an aspect of the ocean—still no
boundaries or horizon, still immeasurable creative potential,
but with specific agreement, focus and purpose. In that
agreement, in that focus, and from that sense of purpose
truly amazing things happen. There are very few things in
this world that generate the finer levels of pneumaplasm to
the same extent.
One of the things that has happened for many of us
working together over the years is that individual patterns
begin to fade into the larger whole. Rather than working
with a pattern of cancer, or Alzheimer’s or AIDS in only
the specific individual, we begin to discern that we are also
working with the larger pattern of that condition as it exists in
all of humanity. With that discernment comes the realization
that everyone on the planet in whom that pattern is expressing
is now benefiting from the work we are doing. Can there be
a greater magic than that?
Christopher Foster, author of several books which express
the spirit of Attunement, wrote, “We are not what we have
thought ourselves to be. We are a company of Creators with
fire in our nostrils. And in that fire all things are transformed,
and the true destiny of men and women, and of this world, is
made known.” In that fire all things are indeed transformed.
And the substantial fire that is generated by vibrational
teamwork is an amazing creative force in the world.
h
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THE SPIRIT OF LOVE...continued from page 1
rhythms affecting the wake/sleep cycles. Melatonin also
acts on the hypothalamus providing coordination between
the nervous system and the rest of the endocrine system.
According to David Brownstein, MD, this powerful hormone
is the only one that is capable of entering every cell in the
body. The way of Love is everywhere. Fluoride, a most
detrimental halogen chemical substance, is easily absorbed
by the pineal gland causing calcification and restricted
function. Most water supplies, toothpastes and mouth rinses
contain high amounts. Pineal disorders are linked to autism,
cardiovascular disease, cancer, sleep disorders, depression,
infertility, migraines, dementia, premature aging and more.
Attunement Practitioners understand that great care
and respect needs to be uppermost when working in any
vibratory field, whether it is with an individual or a larger
world pattern. This is especially important at the beginning
of any Attunement process as a sacred influence is directed
over the pineal or when accessing assistance from the Spirit
of Love. In this process there is a joining with an already
present, perfect, undisturbed rhythm and intensifying that.
Nothing else belongs in this current. The lord/lady is in
his/her holy temple; let all the earth keep silence before
him/her. As a depth of stillness is reached, the unlimited,
unstoppable power of Love floods through the energetic and
physical bodies into the larger world. The changes needed in
individuals and on this planet are assured, bringing an end
to fear, war, death, and all human suffering. This open door
provides a sea of glass like unto crystal, stepping up the
frequency of clear pneumaplasm everywhere so that the way
of the Creator may fully appear. Love never faileth.
h

Love IS the absolute Law…love is the
Law of expression in every human
being and one who harmonizes with
this great Law is one who begins to live
a glorious and fulfilling life, here and
now…the way of joy is love…the way of
peace is love…the way of perfect health
is love…the way of freedom is love…the
way of eternal life is love.

The Unified Field
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IAAP 2010-11 Events Calendar & Announcements
COLORADO
Attunement Radiation Gathering
with Joseph Antell & Vicki Barbour.
Dates are: November 16, December 14, January 11 and
February 8 at 6:30 p.m.
Call Vicki for location: 303-304-0006.

KANSAS CITY, MO

Attunement Group for Attunement Practitioners
with Chris & Donna Jorgensen. Dates are Sundays:
December 19, January 30, February 20, March 27, April 24,
May 22 and June 12 at 10:00 a.m. to 12 noon.
Attunement Initiation
with Chris & Donna Jorgensen. November 20.
Contact Chris for more information.
Attunement Initiation
with Gary & Sandy Ragan. December 12.
Contact Gary at 816-350-9985 or 816-223-4848 for more
information.
Attunement Practitioner’s Course
with Gary Ragan & Tom Hansen. Five weekend dates are:
January 15-16, February 5-6, February 26-27, March 19-20
and April 9-10.
E-mail classinfo@living-arts.com for more information.

NEW ENGLAND

Attunement Radiation Gathering
with Andrew Shier & Peri Chickering in Hancock, NH. Dates
are: November 18, December 16, January 20, February 17,
March 24, April 21, May 19 and June 16.
“Attunement and Field Dynamics”
with Andrew Shier in York, ME. Dates are: November 19 and
March 17.
Attunement Practitioner’s Course (ongoing)
with Andrew Shier in Portsmouth, NH. Weekend dates are:
November 20-21, December 18-19 and January 15-16.
Advanced Attunement Class
with Andrew Shier & Peri Chickering in Hancock, NH.
Weekend dates are: February 19-20, March 12-13, April 2-3,
and April 30-May 1.
note: please check the box on this page for
personal contact information

The
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IMPORTANT:
If you have a healthcare problem, please seek the advice and care of an appropriately
licensed health-care provider. The information in this newsletter is intended to be
educational and informational only.

Those wishing to choose email delivery,
please contact Tom Hansen at
tom@living-arts.com
All articles for the next newsletter issue due by February 15, 2011
Articles and photos are always welcome pertaining to your
living experience of Attunement. Articles should be limited to 500 words or less.
Please send submissions via e-mail to: UnifiedField@living-arts.com

THUS IT IS
From age to age
Love’s word rings forth,
“The truth is true and all is well,
Unconquerable life prevails.”
Oh, man, whose strident dreams
Lead gravewards,
Return to calm and noble
Character of life.
Blaze forth pure virtue;
Depart false ambition’s restless schemes.
Busy thought and troubled feeling
Trespass not in virtue’s wise serenity
Where firm control and awful power
Eternally abide.
Here earth’s pains are healed
And cruel chaos of mind’s spawning
Is called again to order and to beauty.
- Martin Exeter

